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ABSTRACT

The COVID-19 pandemic has produced havoc in the world and Nepal is no exception. A transition from an in-person classroom to online classroom has been daunting for the students and teacher’s motivation level. The impact of teacher morale is often neglected by policymakers and all the stakeholders themselves, which may lead to teachers’ lack of motivation or “demotivation”. Teachers’ demotivation is an emotional, cognitive, socio-cultural and psychological state that leads to exhaustion, depersonalization, burnout, decreased teacher achievement and self-worth stress. This study aimed to investigate the factors that supported and hindered Nepalese EFL teachers’ motivation levels in their classrooms. A qualitative case study was employed as a research design. Four EFL secondary level teachers teaching at private schools in Kathmandu Valley were selected for this study. The teacher participants were chosen via a systematic random sampling procedure. The data was analyzed and interpreted using a thematic approach, employing survey questionnaires, teachers’ interviews, and classroom observation as data collection instruments. The results of this study revealed that EFL teachers in private schools are intrinsically and extrinsically demotivated. The factors that demotivate these teachers include low wages, lack of continuing professional development, students’ disruptive behaviors, job insecurity, and fewer holidays.
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1. Introduction

Dissatisfactory remuneration with emotional exhaustion is the primary predictor of teacher burnout. It directly relates to negative interactions with students and influences overall teaching and the learning process negatively (Pant, 2018). This research aimed to highlight some of the major academic and non-academic factors contributing to teachers’ demotivation during the COVID-19 pandemic-related online classroom. Unexpected transition from physical to the online classroom has been daunting for the student’s and the teacher’s motivation level. Harmer (2007, p. 98) defines motivation as "some internal drive which pushes someone to do something to achieve something." Without a motivated teacher, it is impossible to observe students demonstrating motivation in the classroom. Very few studies have been carried out on teachers’ motivation in Nepal amid COVID-19. This study aimed to investigate the factors that supported and hindered Nepalese EFL teachers’ motivation levels in their classrooms. A qualitative case study was employed as a research design. Four EFL secondary level teachers teaching at private schools in Kathmandu Valley were selected for this study. The teacher participants were chosen via systematic random sampling procedure. The data were analyzed and interpreted using a thematic approach, employing survey questionnaires, teachers’ interviews, and classroom observation as data collection instruments. The study seeks to find answers to the following questions:

1)-What are the factors demotivating EFL teachers in Nepalese context?

2)-What are the implications of teacher motivation for EFL teachers’ professional development?
2. Literature Review

Motivation is a stimulant that drives individuals towards excellence. Gheralis-Roussos, E. (2003) defines motivation as a set of forces that leads people to behave in particular ways. It is an inner state that energizes, moves, channels, and sustains behavior towards a goal. Therefore, motivation is considered to be the most significant aspect in achieving the desired goal. Teacher motivation (TM) is one of the highly researched areas (Han & Yin, 2016). Safari (2021) stated that “teachers communicate with large numbers of students, parents, and principal” - thereby each has different demands and problems. As stated by Monyatsi, (2006), there are three main factors which have an important role in constructing teachers’ self-efficacy. The first factor is the teachers’ positive teaching experiences particularly at the beginning of their job. The second factor is observing other teachers' effective teaching practices. The third and last factor involves convincing teachers about their effectiveness or potential effectiveness by offering positive and constructive feedback.

Similarly, Sinclair (2008) postulated that if teachers are to be sustained in teaching for a long time and if they are satisfied with the desired facilities, then they are expected to be teaching with high enthusiasm and dedication. Bidari (2021), claims that teachers play an important role in molding the behaviors of the learners. They often make positive changes by influencing individuals' lives and learning tendencies (Pan & Say, 2017). Indeed, teachers can effectively contribute to a paradigm shift in society as they are considered the change agents (Nadif & Benattabou, 2021). A common impression of the teaching force is that of the overworked and dissatisfied body of professionals, who have to cope with low status, low pay, discipline problems, large class size and imposed curricula (Gheralis-Roussos, 2003). As stated by Johnson et al. (2005), the teaching profession is one of the stressful jobs.

From this, it is coincided that teachers’ demotivation commences when they express dissatisfaction due to certain problems. Aslam and Sarwar (2010) argued that motivation is a central and vital component that is a key contributor to an employee’s job satisfaction. The only means of knowing whether the teachers are motivated is through the degree to which they are content at the moment. Furthermore, teachers are known to be the developers of a positive and progressive society in any country. It is, therefore, necessary to have highly motivated teachers.

Teacher motivation sounds like a buzzword at present in the field of teacher professional development. It is closely related to several variables in education, such as student motivation, educational reform, teaching practice, teachers' psychological fulfillment and well-being (Han & Yin, 2016). This means TM is multidimensional in nature. Research on teacher motivation has developed and expanded since the late 1990s, and the last decade has witnessed a marked increase in the literature relevant to the area of teacher motivation research across various socio-cultural contexts (ibid). A renewed research interest in teachers’ motivation to teach and to remain teaching in the past decade has highlighted possible causes of the existing and potential teacher shortages as early teacher attrition, teaching force ageing, imbalance of high demand with less reward, limited career opportunities, less job security and low prestige (Watt et al. 2012, as cited in Han & Yin, 2016). In other words, it is noticed that several teachers at present are found to be quitting teaching, due to which there has appeared to be a shortage of teachers.

Teacher motivation is helpful for administrators to determine how to attract potential teachers and how to retain them in teaching. Similarly, Dornyei and Ushioda (2011) highlight two dimensions of teacher motivation, viz., the motivation to teach and motivation to remain in the profession. This shows that the teachers should be motivated to make teaching effective; therefore, they can remain in teaching for longer spans.

Years of in-service teacher motivation studies have a strong tradition in the research fields, like influencing teacher motivation and teaching effectiveness, the relationship between teacher motivation and student motivation, etc. (Han & Yin, 2016). Jesus and Lens (2005) argue that motivated teachers are more likely to work for educational reform and legislation. This means motivated teachers are highly dedicated, committed and enthusiastic for professional acceleration. Teacher demotivation is a major obstacle in the teaching and learning process. A demotivated teacher is a teacher who is once motivated but loses interest for some reason (Kiziltepe, 2008). Teacher motivation is very critical in achieving academic excellence. Bishaya (1996) argues that the teaching profession ranks high on the success list of society. This means that teaching is found to have been viewed as a prestigious profession in society. Teachers are mentors, life shapers, destiny shapers, and they must be prepared to undertake the task put into their hands diligently.

Teachers must be motivated through various ways, like seminars, workshops, timely payment of salary, wage, physical facilities, etc. It is believed that we cannot expect academic excellence from the demotivated teachers, while it is possible only if the teachers are utterly intrinsically and extrinsically motivated.

Teachers are considered to be the destiny shapers of the students. Nawaz and Yasin (2015) opine that teachers are essential for developing the future of students. It is assumed that it is teachers who can unquestionably mold the destiny of the students. Hence, it is mandatory to have a good rapport between the teachers and the students.
TM is supportive in achieving institutional and individual goals. Indeed, a motivated teacher can be conducive to flourishing the institutions and putting various planning and policies into force. On top of that, as English is a global language today, it is crucial to motivate English language teachers in the EFL countries like Nepal.

3. Research Methodology
The present study is qualitative in nature and the data were collected using in-depth teachers’ interview and a research instrument. Before designing the interview, a survey questionnaire was distributed with ethical consideration, and an informed consent form to be signed through Facebook teachers group and emails. Only four teachers who were interested in participating in the interview were contacted by WhatsApp, Viber and messenger as mentioned communicating media choice collected in the google form. Teachers were given codes as T1, T2, T3 and T4 in this article. The research site was Kathmandu Valley. Further, the collected data were analyzed and interpreted thematically based on Listen -and -Note technique.

4. Data-analysis and interpretation
The analysis presented the general and specific themes. The headings are followed by the examples of the data and their analysis and interpretation. This has been done to critically analyze and interpret how and why the teachers are demotivated to teach at private schools in Nepal. The data are analyzed and interpreted under the two broader headings as follows:

4.1 Academic factors
Academic factors are those factors that are responsible for demotivating the teachers within the academic site. Regarding this study, those factors for the cause of which the people belonging to a particular academy are involved. Therefore, in this section, some of the themes belonging to this category have been generated based on the responses of 4 EFL secondary level institutional teachers, which are analyzed and interpreted theme-wise as follows:

4.2. Unsatisfactory Remuneration
This theme is generated from the teachers’ narratives that exhibit that institutional EFL teachers were demotivated due to low salary payment, partial payment, delayed payment. Regarding this, teacher T1 mentioned:

I have been involved in this field for the last eight years...and in these eight years I have not been able to earn even a single penny ...no saving at all...neither prestige ...nothing.... the salary that the school is paying me is not sufficient for me even to fulfill my basic needs.......you know.... I do have a family, and there are altogether four members, including me...

From this extract of teacher A’s response, he is likely to imply that he has been teaching for the last eight years, but pathetically he has not been able to save money, neither has he been able to have a quality of life. Due to this, he was frustrated with teaching and said that he was planning to go for other options apart from teaching at institutional schools. In a similar vein, teacher B stated:

Umm...... actually... I am not much satisfied because of the institutional organization...when I work here ......they give me some low salary, but that salary is from my hard work...because I have to work here for a long time ...from morning to evening... from 6 a.m. to 6 p.m. ... almost 12 hours... so 12 hours of work is too much for us to get that much salary. So......in that way, I am not satisfied...

From the T2’s response, it is further clear that he was also extremely demotivated to teach at institutional schools. Even if he worked from morning to evening, he is fully dedicated and committed. Hence, he could not feel happy regarding remuneration. From this, it can be interpreted that the school administration used him inadequately and ineffectively. Furthermore, teacher C, regarding the same factor, articulated:

I am not getting enough salary according to my labor ......sometimes I do not get salary in time...they pay me little by little.... sometimes they pay Rs. 500/ 1000/... 10,000......not full salary...that truly demotivates me...

I found teacher C’s response very pathetic. He said that even though he worked harder without considering his personal life, he was found to be paid low. He also said that he was not being paid regularly but bit by bit as if he was a labor who was working only for wages. Moreover, I also talked to another teacher who stated...... salary is not paid on a regular basis due to which I feel difficulty even running my livelihood...... and the money I receive from my school is not sufficient for me to live a happy life....

Similarly, T4 is felt frustrated from teaching at institutional schools since the salary he receives is not sufficient even to run his livelihood and have a happy and prosperous life.

From the discussion above, it can be deduced that all the teachers participating in the interview were found to be completely demotivated due to low salaries. All the teachers said they wanted to go for other options apart from institutional teaching because the salary they received was insufficient even to fulfill their day-to-day problems. Therefore, if they are to be sustained in teaching, they should be pleased with satisfactory remuneration; in turn, they will be teaching earnestly and assiduously.

4.3. Lack of Professional Development Programs
This theme is extracted from the EFL teachers' narratives. This shows that the EFL institutional teachers were demotivated due to the lack of professional development programs at the schools where they teach. All the participant teachers said they had never got a chance to attend any professional development activities, like seminars, workshops, webinars, and conferences. Regarding this, teacher A reported:

Yeah... I have attended a few of the conferences...leadership conferences...... I have attended teachers' conferences.... most of the time, the school administrator sends us, and they send us...with the intention of going there and taking such classes.... we will further be enhanced ... you know like.... further strengthened ... and with the strengthened mentality and attitude. When we come back and go to the classroom that will improve our performance...so most of the time the school seems to be paying for such conferences.

This excerpt shows that T1 was demotivated because he states that the school administration never organizes any professional development programs; if he is willing to attend such events, he has to be funded by himself. He goes on to tell that if any other parties are organizing such events, the school seems to be in a position to send the teachers to the event with an intention that they will, in turn, improve teaching. In a similar vein, T3 stated:

Yes... I have attended many sessions, like seminars, workshops, conferences ...sometimes I paid myself...and sometimes institution also helped me .... but most of the time, I paid myself... for professional development...just to know the experiences of other teachers....

From T4's response, it seems that he was found to be demotivated because he is not financially supported; if he wants, he has to pay by himself. He says that he is interested in participating in such events to get to know the teachers' experiences regarding English language teaching. In this regard, T4 added:

......and another important thing is that they never organize the professional development sessions, like training, workshops, seminars, conferences...but I feel like being trained...so I attend such events by paying myself... this frustrates me ..... From T4 response as well, it sounds that he is demotivated to teach at institutional schools because he insists that he longs to be trained through different professional development programs, such as seminars, workshops. Yet, the school turns back to send him and finally keeps his job at risk; he says he goes to attend because he says these events are essential in the professional career.

To conclude, based on all the teachers' narratives reported and discussed above, it can be said that all the teachers teaching at the institutional academics were found to be frustrated, in turn, demotivated because the schools never send the teachers to the professional development events. Therefore, it is imperative to say that they should be financially supported by themselves.

4.4. Less Holidays
Holidays are considered to be significant for the teachers to enjoy their personal life. However, the teacher respondents chosen for the interview were found to be deprived of holidays and different leaves at institutional schools. Due to the scarcity or absence of holidays, teachers ended up being demotivated to teach effectively. In this sense, one of the teacher respondents A stated:

Altogether 12 days...Ya.... I mean....in a year, we have been granted 12 days as holidays...if divided mathematically ...per month a day....and if we remain absent for more than one day, our salary will be deducted .... ah ...I don't feel happy.... these are a few of the things that have demotivated me...that have discouraged ... and that has pushed me to think that now I have to think of some other alternatives....

From T1's response, it can be revealed that he was found to be unhappy and demotivated due to tight holidays and no longer leaves. He further says that he is provided with 12 days as holidays in a year. If he remains absent for more than a day in a month, his salary is deducted, due to which he says that he is extremely demotivated and thus he is thinking of finding other better jobs where he gets more holidays and leaves. In this regard, T2 shared:

Well...ah.... I am not considered on leaves, apart from public holidays...sometimes I may be sick, or I may have an emergency...so I ask for leave. Still, the principal denies telling me to come with a doctor's prescription or other proofs...... frustrating....

The utterance made by respondent B above is truly empathetic. He says that he is not granted more than already fixed leaves, except for public holidays. He tells the fact that the principal denies granting him leaves even if he knows the teacher has some emergency. He becomes so cruel that he asks him to come with a doctor's prescription if he is falling sick actually. In this respect, T3 articulated:

If I take leaves, our salary is deducted ...there is no payment of that day.... sometimes we can have household affairs, at such time we need to take leave as well...this disappoints me ....

From his response, it is vivid that he was also demotivated because of the rigidity in holidays and leaves. The teacher respondent in an interview says that if he takes a leave, his remuneration of its equivalent day is deducted. He says in a reflective manner that he can have some household chores to be done and, therefore, wants to be granted leaves, but pathetically, the principal disagrees. Similarly, T4 also articulated:
This utterance of T4 also expresses the similar idea that he was demotivated. Even if he has got into any personal troubles and asks leaves, the administration seems indifferent. Therefore, he says that he does not inform the concerned people because they never understand and consider his leaves without deducting the salary.

From the abovementioned analyses based on data excerpts, it can be interpreted that all the teachers were found to be demotivated due to the fewer holidays. They said that their principals and administrations did not listen to and understand them if they asked for leaves, let alone long leaves; if they had to take long leaves, their job was at risk. Thus, it is clear that if the teachers teaching at institutional schools are given leaves equivalent to government teachers, they are sure to be motivated to some point in giving their best to the students.

4.5. Job insecurity
Every teacher wants to feel secure in teaching. But, the teachers teaching at institutional academics were found to be expressing the idea that they are not feeling secure in teaching. They said that they were demotivated. Regarding this, T1 said:

Well, in the institutional sector, employee’s relationship with the administrators is quite dubious and doubtful for few reasons ...school administration thinks of using teacher till the day he is productive ......right after he gets older ...and he turns a bit unproductive ...the school administrators think about firing him and hiring new teachers.... mm... yes...ah......I do have a good relationship, but I am not satisfied with the policy they implement at the school.

The utterance made by T1 highlights the fact that the relationship between the administration and the teacher is dubious because he says that the school tries to use him till the day he is energetic and active. Still, when he is incapable of discharging his duty due to some personal problems and turns older, the school administration thinks of firing him and hiring new teachers. In a similar vein, T2 articulated:

...so for me the facilities that I am provided are not sufficient ........ I am planning to get another profession so that at least I can secure my career later on.... teaching profession makes me happy...the main thing is that we have to go through the day-to-day problems. That's why....

From T2’s utterance above, it can be conferred that he was also found to be demotivated due to the fear of insecurity in institutional schools. He says that the administrators have such a cruel policy that they keep using the teachers until they are productive, but they are fired and go for hiring other new teachers the day they are unproductive. His story touched my heart because I am also an institutional teacher somewhere. Furthermore, in the same regard, T3 shared:

Well....ah... I am not very satisfied. I am thinking about being a permanent teacher because for my own comfort...because all the time there is do or die, like hire and fire. I think it’s not good to hang on the institutional job all the time....so very soon I plan to be a permanent teacher....

From T3’s narrative above, it can be revealed that he was also found to be demotivated due to no guarantee of future at institutional schools. He says that he plans to be a permanent teacher thinking that he will be secure. He adds that institutional teachers like him do not feel comfortable because they never know when the school starts firing them from the job. Regarding the same theme, T4 also commented:

Umm...well... the school administrators are always dominating us this way or the other, and if we speak against what they say, we are likely to be boycotted from that school...upsetting....

T4’s story is truly poignant. He says that if he speaks against the school administrators, they are dissatisfied and seem to boycott him due to the fear of which he has to teach as if he is a servant of a master.

The narratives of all the teachers presented above exhibit the fact that the institutional teachers were found to be no happier in teaching because they said that they would be fired from the job if they spoke against the administrators. Even if their ideas are noteworthy, they do sideline them. From this, it can be urged that the institutional schools should create such a conducive environment where the teachers could feel secure and make sure that they are working in a safe zone.

4.6. Students’ Disruptive Behavior
Students’ disruptive behaviors are the activities shown by the students which disturb the teaching and learning process. This theme is derived from T3’s and T4’s anecdotes. He said that he had been badly laughed at by the students because of his habit of saying ‘YES, YES’ and wrong pronunciations of English words. Regarding this, he articulated:

Due to the way I pronounce the words and the way I teach my students, I am badly laughed at ... they tease me by saying ‘Yes’ ‘Yes’ because I have the habit of saying ‘Yes’ ‘Yes’ repeatedly....
From T3’s anecdote above, it can be said that he was found to be demotivated due to the disruptive behaviors of the students. He says that the students frequently tease him because he says that he has the habit of repeatedly saying ‘YES’ and adds that sometimes he misspells and mispronounces English words. In such a situation, the students mock him, which he dislikes and has realized now. He goes on to tell the fact that the students at government schools are poor at English, so the teachers can dominate the students, control them, and bring them on a disciplined track, but the students at institutional schools are good at English. Therefore, they do not obey the teachers and become disruptive. Due to this, he says that he is demotivated to teach at institutional schools. In a similar vein, T4 commented:

...sometimes, due to the students’ disruptive behaviors, I feel frustrated because they show angry reactions whenever I try to bring them under my control....

T4 also expresses the similar idea that due to the quarrelsome manners of the students, he was found to be demotivated. He says that the students do not obey him if he asks them to be quiet and asks them not to disturb the class; instead, he says that they are ready to challenge and threaten him, which is frustrating to him.

From the narratives above, it is true to say that the teachers were found to be demotivated because of students’ disruptive behaviors that they show off in the classroom. They said that whenever they asked them to be quiet and asked them not to be disturbing, they would give an angry reaction and were ready to take violent actions against the teachers. Therefore, it can be said that students should be psychologically brought on the right track; if done so, the teachers may not feel demotivated and frustrated in teaching.

4.7. Task pressure
A large workload is a serious factor in teaching. It means the situation where the teachers are supposed to work harder than necessary. Regarding this theme, the teachers’ narratives express that they were demotivated due to a heavy workload. All the teachers said that the school administrators became happy only when they would teach without compromising their health and personal life, staying longer at the schools. Regarding this, T2 mentioned,

......I am working here not only as a teacher but also as a curricular academic in charge. I have to work here from morning to evening...almost 12 hours...as I have been working here as an in-charge, .... I have to go through several problems.....for me going together as a leader, in-charge, and supervising other teachers, motivating them to carry on teaching is very difficult

Based on T2’s story, it can be said that he was found to be demotivated due to the heavy workload. He says that he has dual responsibilities – a teacher and academic coordinator, and therefore, he has to fulfill two jobs simultaneously, which he says he cannot. He further says that if he is given a single responsibility, he will pay due attention. He honestly states that he does not like being given dual responsibilities. To him, this sort of act is troublesome. Further, in the same regard, T3 articulated:

...Well.....as I spend almost 8/9 hours .... I have to get there at 9 am and get back only after 5 pm......my job is not only to teach my subject....... but if any other teachers are absent, I should go and teach.... I cannot get leisure time...

From the narrative of T3, it can be stated that he was found to be demotivated due to the overworking hours at schools. He says that he does not get a chance to rest even at leisure, and the administrators tell him to take any subjects where the teacher is absent. In such a situation, he says that even if he does not have good command over the subject matter, he has to teach and expresses dissatisfaction that he may not be good at all subjects, however, the principal tells him it’s the platform to learn and earn. In this regard, T4 also shared:

Well, ....ah.....and also what I don't like about this school is that we are called even on Saturdays to do the extra jobs, and if we deny, they ask us the reason why.....that truly frustrates me, if I had not had compulsion, I would have given it up and gone somewhere, where there would have been fewer workloads ... hmm....

This narrative above deals with the fact that T4 was also demotivated due to heavy workloads. He says that the school calls him to be at school even on Saturdays to do the rest of the jobs that have been left the previous day. And, he goes on to tell that if he does not go, the administration tortures him by asking the reasons behind it. So, he says that if he had not had compulsion, he would have given it up and have joined the other jobs.

To conclude the narratives of all the teachers above, it is coincided that the teachers teaching at institutional academics were demotivated due to long and heavy working hours. Most teachers said that the schools called them even on Saturdays and added that if they did not go, they would be taken actions due to which they feel disappointed to remain teaching. Therefore, what can be said is that if the teachers teaching at institutional schools are pleased with light workloads and required working hours, they are likely to be motivated. As a result, they can be teaching with full devotion and commitment.
5. Conclusion
The findings of this study revealed that Nepalese EFL teachers in private schools are demotivated both intrinsically and extrinsically. The factors that demotivate these teachers include low wages, lack of professional development events, students' disruptive behaviors, job insecurity, and fewer holidays - known as academic factors.

Teachers' demotivation is considered to be a major obstacle in making the teaching and learning process more effective. And therefore, the institutional EFL teachers should be motivated through satisfactory pay, organizing different professional events and valuing them in society.

Finally, it can be concluded that EFL teachers' motivation is a must for professional development during the pandemic and much before too. If the English teachers are not motivated to teach, they are unlikely to teach assiduously. And thus, it is vital to take all the demotivating factors into account to bring about a paradigm shift in teaching and learning processes in the realm of the whole education system in Nepal.
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